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Please type your comments in the space provided below for 
SEDAR 69 (Atlantic Menhaden). 

If your comments contain official letterhead, electronic signatures, 
graphics, or is a PDF, attach your comment here 
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1 Peter Himchak 2019-09-30 peter.himchak@cookeaqua.com 

Dear Kathleen Howington,  I have participated in SEDAR Reviews 
many times and there were always documents on the SEDAR site to 
read ahead of the actual peer review dates.  I understand the 
ASMFC's policy is to not post either the single species Atlantic 
menhaden benchmark stock assessment document or the Ecological 
Reference Points Benchmark Assessment before, or even during, 
SEDAR 69 which begins November 4, 2019 but to make those 
documents available to the public in mid-January 2020.  Isn't this 
highly unusual?   
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2 Peter Himchak 2019-09-30 peter.himchak@cookeaqua.com 

Dear Kathleen Howington,  I have participated in SEDAR Reviews 
many times and there were always documents on the SEDAR site to 
read ahead of the actual peer review dates.  I understand the 
ASMFC's policy is to not post either the single species Atlantic 
menhaden benchmark stock assessment document or the Ecological 
Reference Points Benchmark Assessment before, or even during, 
SEDAR 69 which begins November 4, 2019 but to make those 
documents available to the public in mid-January 2020.  Isn't this 
highly unusual?   
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3 Kate Wilke 2019-10-25 kate.wilke@tnc.org  tnc_comments_on_atl_menhaden_stock_assessment_10.25.2019.pdf 
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4 Jerald Ault 2019-11-03 jault@rsmas.miami.edu 

To Whom it May Concern, Attached is a PDF document that I have 
authored entitled 'Assessing Atlantic Menhaden Stock Assessments' 
that I would like provided to the SEDAR 69 peer review scientists and 
to be included as part of the public record. Thank you for your 
consideration. Jerry Ault, University of Miami ault_assessing_atlantic_menhaden_stock_assessments_03nov19.pdf 
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5 Jerald Ault 2019-11-04 jault@rsmas.miami.edu 

I modified the introduction of my document. Please use and 
distribute this version to the SEDAR peer reviewers and all other 
interested parties.  Thank you for your consideration.  ault_assessing_atlantic_menhaden_stock_assessments_04nov19.pdf 
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